Background: The time evolution and complex interactions of many nonlinear systems, such as in the human body, result in fractal types of parameter outcomes that exhibit self similarity over long time scales by a power law in the frequency spectrum S(f ) = 1/f β . The scaling exponent β is thus often interpreted as a "biomarker" of relative health and decline. Conclusions: The comparative numerical analysis and experimental applications provide a thorough basis for determining an appropriate and robust method for measuring and comparing a physiologically meaningful biomarker, the spectral index β. In consideration of the constraints of application, we note the significant drawbacks of detrended fluctuation analysis and conclude that the averaged wavelet coefficient method can provide reasonable consistency and accuracy for characterizing these fractal time series.
In the case where β = 1, some correlation between timescales exists 147 but is weak (Delignieres et al., 2006) . In summary, a given process can be For dispersional analysis, we refer to the proposal of this technique 186 by Bassingthwaighte, et al (Bassingthwaighte, 1988; Bassingthwaighte and 187 Bever, 1991; Bassingthwaighte and Raymond, 1995, 1994 analysis, the variance is found on increasing sized intervals of the signal. This 199 method introduced a modification to remove local trends on each interval.
200
In this method, bridge detrending is implemented to remove the local trend.
201
The data in each interval is detrended by subtracting the "bridge", a line 202 connecting the first and last points in the interval. Then, the standard 203 deviation is calculated for each detrended interval. Finally, the standard 204 deviation of each interval is plotted versus the interval size on a log-log plot. 
The realization of the process x(n) is found by the convolution operation
where w(n) is randomly generated Gaussian white noise. and their interaction as fixed effects (Table 3) . We used appropriately con- 
Results

326
Presented in this section are the results of the numerical analysis scheme. diminishing returns for signals greater than 1,000 points.
411
Considering the class dependence of the bdSWV and dispersional analy-sis methods, subsequent observations of the results will not consider findings 413 for these methods. This is in the interest of determining a robust class inde-414 pendent estimator. Accordingly, low P SD we is considered class independent 415 for its modifications which allow a more accurate estimation of fBm pro-416 cesses than the unmodified periodogram method. In conclusion, further 417 elaborations on the MSE, mean error (ME), and standard deviation (SD) of 418 techniques will consider DFA, low P SD we , and AWC. points; and (d) n = 10,000 points. ♦ AWC; DFA; • low P SD we . Figure 6 shows the mean-square error of the estimators DFA, low P SD we ,
420
and AWC on the range −1 ≤ β ≤ 3 for signal length of 100, 600, 2,500, and 421 10,000. For the two short series sets (N = 100, N = 600 Figure 7 shows the mean error (ME) of AWC, low P SD we , and DFA 439 on the range −1 ≤ β ≤ 3 for signal lengths of 100, 600, 2,500, and 10,000. longer signal lengths of 600, 2,500, and 10,000, the bias effects on the MSE 448 of DFA and AWC are comparable beyond β = 0.
449 Figure 8 shows the standard deviation (σ) of DFA, low P SD we , and AWC 450 on the range −1 ≤ β ≤ 3 for signal length of 100, 600, 2,500, and 10,000.
451
For short signal length, the standard deviation of DFA is significant. The points; and (d) n = 10,000 points. ♦ AWC; DFA; • low P SD we . under investigation, the shortness of the time series length given in Table   510 1 is noted when considering the results of these calculations. Again, the 511 spectral index β is calculated by DFA, low P SD we , and AWC and converted 512 to the DFA scaling exponent α. The series mean has been removed for 513 calculation by AWC. were not statistically different in any of the cases (p > 0.09). tively reduce the burden of determining the signal class before evaluation.
Effects of Nonzero Mean
519
537
DFA is a candidate, as it indicates no preferential performance in either 538 class. Additionally, the evaluation is unaffected by a non-zero series mean. can be effectively reduced given the generally favorable performance AWC.
631
It is noted that the only requirement to avoid errors in AWC is preprocessing 632 the signal by subtracting the mean.
633
The objective of this study was to provide a comparative analysis of frac- Peng, C. K., Buldyrev, S. V., Havlin, S., Simons, M., Stanley, H. E., Gold-
